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SWINDON SCIENCE PARK: EARLY-STAGE BUSINESS and DELIVERY
PLAN
STRATEGIC CONTEXT
Honda’s withdrawal from Swindon reminds us once again that towns and cities should prepare for
the closure of their largest employers. No company lasts forever; towns and cities should be working
to diversify their economy to soften the blow of the eventual closure of their large employers.
Given this, it is surprising to see how many do the opposite.
Those towns and cities that are successful today are the ones that have been able to attract
investment from new sectors as they have come into being. In Sunderland for example, much
investment has gone into creating an advanced manufacturing park based around Nissan – just one
company.1
BACKGROUND
In the last decade, the pharma sector has experienced exponential growth as advances in science
meet critical global health needs. The Wasdell Group is an internationally important pharma company
with particular expertise in packaging science and engineering innovation – an essential part of the
pharma value chain underpinning advancing technologies in drug delivery. Wasdell’s leading
innovation in this sector has resulted in rapid business growth. Wasdell is now seeking a new home
in Swindon to accommodate a growing workforce and its need for specialist high-performance
facilities to accommodate a range of advancing technologies.
With no other realistic and feasible Swindon site available,2 Wasdell is using the opportunity of its
proposed expansion at Inlands Farm to create a science park for Swindon with a focus on innovation
in the technology and engineering sectors as a means of economic diversification and growth for
Swindon and the region.
As part of its pre-development process for SSP, Wasdell has commissioned an early-stage Business
and Delivery Plan to define the SSP value proposition and to establish key principles of the
development and operations strategy for the proposed development.
CAM-SCI
CAM-SCI is the UK’s leading consultancy in science park strategy, development and operations. With
over 25 years’ experience in the sector, we take new science park projects from vision and concept
through to design, development and operations within the context of best practice and newest market
trends.

1
2

What Honda’s Closure Means for Swindon and other Cities, Centre for Cities 2019
Alternative Site Assessment Report, Alder King, February 2021
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REMIT
The remit for this report is development of an early-stage Business and Delivery Plan for SSP that
provides a succinct description of the proposed value proposition, development strategy and
operations strategy for a new science park community at Inlands Farm hosted by The Wasdell Group.
METHODOLOGY
Our methodology is based on wide experience in the leadership, strategy, development and
operations of new science parks together with best-practice research in respect of development
trends and evolving market conditions.
REPORT STRUCTURE
The report is structured to provide relevant socioeconomic context and address key commercial
questions in respect of the SSP Business and Delivery Plan. Report Sections are:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Introduction and context
SSP vision statement and concept consolidation
Outline SSP value proposition
SSP Innovation Hub
Ownership, leadership and delivery model
Specialist Operations: high level operations strategy
Economic impacts
SSP marketing and communications strategy
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01. INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
01.1

This section provides succinct background analysis underpinning Wasdell’s proposal for a new
science park development for Swindon based upon best practice trends for capturing and
growing the innovation and tech sectors that comprise the knowledge-led economy.

01.2

Capturing next generation industry
Innovation is driving global wealth creation with new technologies disrupting established
markets and traditional ways of doing business. Lack of specialist facilities and infrastructure
provision for next-generation commerce is a significant barrier to its growth. The necessity of
developing appropriate support infrastructure for frontier technologies is essential to capture
and grow innovation-led companies.

01.3

Swindon has a mature economy and is an established location for industry. However, Honda’s
closure in Swindon exemplifies the effect of industrial hollowing and demonstrates the
vulnerability of thriving economies that do not also have an independent pipeline of
innovation-led companies to provide new avenues of high value jobs and next-generation
wealth creation. Honda’s departure is projected to create total regional losses equating to
£426m GVA pa3 including 3,500 direct jobs and 4,400 jobs in the supply chain totalling 7,790
job losses.

01.4

Swindon Science Park at Inlands Farm is an important opportunity to prevent Swindon from
losing another globally significant company, by providing a new home for The Wasdell Group.

01.5

Innovation and Cluster Creation Strategy
Wasdell has developed an Innovation and Cluster Development Strategy4 in order to capture
and grow next generation enterprise at SSP. Targeting young companies in medtech,
healthtech and a range of convergent technology sectors relevant to the pharma sector,
Wasdell will develop an Innovation Hub providing specialist services and in-house support,
working with current local and regional initiatives targeting the growth of the innovation-led
sectors. A list of companies expressing interest in co-locating with Wasdell at SSP is detailed
in Section 04 below.

01.6

Commercial anchor hosts for new science parks
Having a large commercial anchor host strongly influences the development profile of a
science park, enabling new parks to catalyse the clustering effect of like-minded companies
and to attract new occupiers more quickly to the development. This is especially true where
host/anchor companies are of international influence and renown in their field.

01.7

The UK’s most recent example of this development dynamic is the Cambridge Biomedical
Campus (CBC). Despite the site’s adjacency to the University Hospital, Wellcome and other
research centres of excellence, no development took place at CBC for 11 years and, unable to

3

Honda Closure: What Now for Swindon? https://www.economicmodelling.co.uk/2019/03/01/honda-closure-what-nowfor-swindon/
4
Creating an Innovation Cluster at SSP: SSP’s Strategy to Capture and Grow a MedTech Cluster, CAM-SCI, February 2021
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attract occupiers, the site stood empty. However, Astra Zeneca’s decision to acquire a ground
lease provided CBC with a large and anchor occupier with international significance; this was
the catalyst for CBC to quickly attract a significant number of further occupiers, including
another large pharma plc, Abcam.
01.8

The Wasdell Group as an anchor host for Swindon Science Park
As a new science park, SSP will be in the fortunate position of having Wasdell as a large anchor
host with international significance. Wasdell has a global reputation, an international market
presence, and a highly-developed network within the pharma sector. A list of science and
tech companies already expressing interest in co-location with Wasdell at SSP is in Section 04
below.

01.9

Capturing innovation-led enterprise for Swindon
Wasdell is on the forefront of innovation in packaging sciences, engineering and technologies
specific to the global pharma sector. New drug development has seen a fundamental shift
away from oral administration to parenteral, intravenous, inhalation and transdermal
methods. Additionally, drugs are increasingly designed to be self-administered from singlepackaged doses. This is driving scientists and engineers to formulate new materials, devices
and processes now crucial to safe and effective drug therapy by medical practitioners and
individual end-users.

01.10 Capturing high-growth market sectors for Swindon
Evolving trends in new drug discovery and application, rely on ongoing innovations in
packaging science and are driving huge market expansion in this area. In 2019, the pharma
packaging market was valued at $98.58 billion and is projected to grow to a value of $188.79
billion by 2027. 5
01.11 In addition, Wasdell provides a range of other services to the pharma sector - a market
projected to reach a global value of $1.57 trillion by 2023.6
01.12 Economic Impacts of Wasdell’s expansion at Swindon Science Park
Swindon Science Park is a privately financed investment project that is capable of proceeding
quickly without the need for public sector funding support for construction. This will create
the significant employment, an additional £179.2 million GVA impact per annum and
associated fiscal benefits, can start to be realised in the short term – meeting needs for jobs,
earnings and economic resilience as quickly as possible.7
01.13 A full analysis of economic impacts resulting from Wasdell’s expansion at SSP is in Section 07
below.
01.14 Wasdell R&D
Wasdell currently invests over 15% of its outputs in research and development each year. This
is expected to increase considerably when its additional space and facilities at Swindon
5

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/pharmaceutical-packaging-market
Global Pharmaceuticals Industry Analysis and Trends 2023 https://www.globenewswire.com/newsrelease/2020/01/17/1972092/0/en/Global-Pharmaceuticals-Industry-Analysis-and-Trends-2023.html
7
Economic Impact, Inlands Farm, Turley Economics, February 2021
6
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Science Park allow the group to expand its work in clinical trials, QP services (monitoring the
integrity and compliance of pharmaceuticals production) and other developments.
01.15 Wasdell Group is the only Swindon based company in the Top 100 Exporters List across
Oxfordshire and the Thames Valley by Business and Innovation magazine.8
01.16 Accolades for Wasdell from the pharma sector
Wasdell has won national and international accolades for its growth and its contribution to
UK exports. Pharma Times, the UK’s leading pharmaceutical magazine, cites Wasdell as one
of the 50 fastest growing privately owned pharmaceutical companies in its Alantra Pharma
Fast 50 list.
01.17 Wasdell leading by example
Wasdell will use its new facility at SSP to implement a range of new cutting-edge technologies
inherent to the important process of new drug discovery and production. In particular,
Wasdell will introduce leading-edge artificial intelligence technology to address vital issues
around drug security and quality control which have become pivotal global issues in tackling
current and future health challenges. These innovations are especially relevant for the novel
technologies involved in the safe production, packaging, storage and secure distribution of
new drug, vaccines and medical devices.
01.18 Wasdell’s plans include expansion of its Training Academy for young people in areas of
technology and engineering essential to the pharma and tech sectors.
01.19 Wasdell’s science park vision
Wasdell’s vision is to use its expansion at SSP to also create a commercial campus to facilitate
innovation in Swindon and to attract like-minded enterprises. By providing purpose-designed
science park facilities, together with specialist management, technical infrastructure and
targeted services, the vision is for SSP is to become a key locus of innovation, entrepreneurship
and economic growth across a diverse range of technologies and next-generation industry.
01.20 Science park development expertise
To achieve its goals at SSP, Wasdell will appoint leading specialist science park expertise to
deliver and operate SSP according to global best practice for science parks. Integral to its
operations strategy, SSP will form partnerships with local and regional providers of dedicated
services and expertise targeting the innovation sector. In this way, SSP will support and
coordinate with important regional initiatives such as the Swindon and Wiltshire Growth Hub.9

8

Wasdell Wins Praise for Export and Company Growth, March 2020 https://www.businessinnovationmag.co.uk/wasdellwins-praise-for-export-and-company-growth/
9 https://growthhub.swlep.co.uk/
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02. SWINDON SCIENCE PARK VISION and CONCEPT
02.1 This section details the vision and concept for SSP which is based upon best practice trends for
new science park delivery and operations to capture and grow vibrant clusters of nextgeneration, innovation-led industry.
02.2 Concept
The concept for SSP is inspired by current trends in commercial science park development led
by large tech companies across the world. In the UK, many large tech organisations have
created their own innovation facilities to foster entrepreneurship and to capture novel ideas
and technologies emerging from their workforce. Dyson, GSK and Astra Zeneca are among a
growing number of UK corporates to go a step further by developing large technology campuses
to capture the innovation process from idea through to manufacturing and distribution,
resulting in the type of commercial innovation ecosystem previously only seen in science park
developments.
02.3 The Wasdell Group is an internationally recognised leader across a range of technologies within
the supply chain underpinning the rapidly growing global pharma sector. Wasdell’s business
development projections are for 10% growth year-on-year to meet rapidly increasing market
demands. To accommodate its expansion, Wasdell proposes to create state-of-the art research
and high-tech facilities at the new SSP and to develop a commercial campus to attract likeminded tech-based and innovation-led companies from start-up to large corporates.
02.4 The ability of SSP to provide a home for a company of the calibre, importance and commercial
influence of Wasdell, creates a unique opportunity for Swindon and the region to rapidly
develop a new commercial tech cluster that will create significant job opportunities and will
help to grow a pipeline of companies to underpin the Swindon region’s economic growth.
02.5 Vision
The vision for SSP is to create a thriving innovation-led community and cluster of nextgeneration enterprise of regional, national and international importance. With Wasdell as its
anchor, SSP will build on existing local and regional strengths in the pharma, digital, high-tech
and advanced manufacturing sectors and will exploit the commercial potential emerging from
world-wide digital-driven innovation and the rapid growth of the pharmaceutical sector.
02.6 Swindon Science Park’s Brand Aspiration
SSP intends to develop a strong, sector-focused value proposition to establish the credibility of
SSP and secure its place in a competitive global market. The brand values of SSP are captured
by the hospitality ethos of each element of its value proposition – from design and service
delivery through to the rapid decision-making and support offered through appropriate
governance and operations sensitive to the needs and drivers of its target markets.
02.7 Creating demand at Swindon Science Park
SSP will generate market demand by applying key principles underpinning demand creation in
commercial science parks including:
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a. Presence of Wasdell as a globally significant commercial anchor host organisation to act
as a magnet to other companies
b. Provision of turn-key facilities for the SME sector
c. Appropriate specification of facilities: science park companies require lab-enabled
facilities with a high-performance infrastructure rather than standard offices
d. Optimal specialist operations: the provision of specialist services optimised for the
commercial innovation and tech sectors
e. High Value, Low Cost: the provision of an optimised range of relevant services to life
science and tech companies in the most cost-effective way that is achievable
f. Specialist management approach: specialist, supportive management strategy for SSP
g. Growth opportunities: supported growth planning for SSP companies to expand in situ
02.8 Key target market sectors for Swindon Science Park
SSP target market sectors are tech and innovation-led companies that comprise the growing
knowledge economy in Swindon and the UK. The range of companies and sectors within the
target market includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

Life sciences
Biotechnology
Bioinformatics
Cheminformatics
Cyber security
Design
Digital
Engineering
Medical devices and medical testing
Med-tech
Nanotechnology
Novel materials
Companies providing complimentary research, support and expertise

02.9 Key characteristics of Swindon Science Park target markets
SSP’s target companies will require a range of laboratory-enabled facilities including innovation
space, grow-on space and stand-alone facilities for larger entities. Specialist operations will
include dedicated support services and a flexible, non-standard approach to leases. In addition,
many SSP companies in the SME sector have relatively short decision timelines and will require
turn-key facilities to be available within a three to six-month period; some may need immediate
entry.
02.10 Company stages and sizes
SSP occupiers will represent the life-cycle of innovation-led companies from start-up to flotation
and plc.
02.11 Start-ups and early stage companies
Start-up companies and SMEs at SSP requiring small suites are a key target market for the SSP
Innovation Hub. The buoyancy of the SME market means that a large percentage of SSP SMEs
will come from the immediate region. However, London in particular produces a high number
9

of life-science and tech start-ups each year. Due to an acute shortage of commercial
laboratories and innovation space in London, a significant proportion of these companies move
to other regions to find specialist laboratories and facilities.
02.12 Because start-ups and early stage SMEs do not generally use conventional property channels to
find laboratory accommodation, the most efficient business development and marketing
methods for this market sector include:
a. Direct communications
b. Publicity through industry specialist publications
c. Communications through specialist local and regional networks and select London
networks
d. Communications through funding bodies and specialist venture capital fund
e. Communications through university partners, Academic Health Science Network and
other relevant stakeholders
f. Website with full search engine optimisation ensuring listing on the first page for any labbased enquiry
g. Communication with regional stakeholders and professional organisations
02.13 Established and growing SMEs requiring up to 3,000 sq ft
Larger SMEs are likely to already be based within 10-25 miles of Swindon. Often these
companies are looking to graduate into grow-on accommodation from serviced offices or
incubator space. Communications with the established SME sector is most effective when using
the following approaches:
a. Direct communications
b. Publicity through industry specialist publications
c. Communications through specialist local and regional networks and select national
networks
d. Communications through funding bodies
e. Communications through university partners and other partners
f. Communications with local and regional agents
g. Website
02.14 Medium and mid-size occupiers
Many SMEs experience rapid growth so that medium and mid-size companies requiring up to
10,000 sq ft can vary greatly in terms of maturity, commercial awareness and the amount of
support required through the enquiry and leasing process. It is likely that these occupiers will
come from a number of sources including:
a. Local occupiers looking to grow
b. Companies graduating from ‘incubator’ or shared workspace
c. Research arm of existing corporates requiring co-location with a regional research body
or other specific purpose
d. Research arm of existing corporates requiring specialist accommodation
e. Fast growth companies looking to relocate from within the UK/Europe/globally
f. Overseas companies seeking to establish in the UK
10

02.15 It is more likely that companies at this stage of development and growth will engage commercial
agency representation. It is also likely that this sector is engaged with specialist conferences
and meetings that are national and international as well as regional. Communications with this
sector therefore includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Direct communications
Publicity through industry specialist publications
Communications through specialist networks
Communications at relevant conferences and meetings
Communications through funding bodies
Communications through university partners and other partners
Communications with property agents

02.16 Larger corporates
Large companies requiring stand-alone facilities typically form a relatively small percentage of
science park occupants, comprising less than 10% of the overall market. However, the presence
of Wasdell on site will catalyse interest from other large occupiers and SSP will look to target
larger corporates compliant with its Gateway Policy offering owner–occupier long leasehold
opportunities within a specialist environment for qualifying candidate companies.
02.17 The Swindon Science Park Innovation Hub
The SSP Innovation Hub will be created to galvanise demand from target markets by providing
turnkey facilities and specialist services for innovation-led SMEs and entrepreneurs. Developing
an Innovation Hub at SSP is key to enabling and supporting innovation and entrepreneurship in
Swindon whilst also catalysing the wider development of the park. By providing specialist turnkey facilities and services for SMEs, SSP will stimulate and grow the innovation sector in the
Swindon region.
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03. SWINDON SCIENCE PARK VALUE PROPOSITION
03.1 Supporting the commercial dynamics of technology and innovation requires specialist facilities,
high-performance infrastructure and targeted services within an environment of like-minded
commercial entities. This is a non-standard approach to commercial development and is
generally avoided by the conventional property market.
03.2 New science parks with host organisations sympathetic with the needs and drivers of the
innovation sector is key to successful science park development. With Wasdell as the host
anchor occupier at SSP, the SSP value proposition will exemplify best international practice to
provide a cohesive and targeted offer to its specialist target markets. Key elements of the SSP
value proposition are outlined below.
SWINDON SCIENCE PARK VALUE PROPOSITION ELEMENTS
03.3 Target markets
The SSP value proposition is specific to targeting companies in the innovation and tech sectors.
SSP’s admissions police will restrict entry to companies able to demonstrate compliance with
the entry criteria. See Section 06 below for further details on SSPs admissions policy.
03.4 Specialist design and specification
By developing lab-enable facilities with enhanced service provision, SSP will create unique value
both for occupying companies and for investors by delivering a performance level and flexibility
that standard Cat A offices do not offer. This optimised design specification will be a key selling
point for SSP.
03.5 SMEs and cluster creation
The provision of specialist multi-occupied turn-key facilities in a serviced environment is
important part of the SSP value proposition. Specialist innovation facilities and grow-on space
will be provided to create market demand and establish a dynamic innovation cluster of growing
SMEs that will attract follow-on investment and enable subsequent phased development of SSP.
03.6 Specialist operations
The fast pace of change within the innovation and technology sectors means that standard
approaches to operations, leases and rents are not market-relevant. A sizeable element of the
SSP target market is likely to be start-ups and SMEs with no trading history and venture capital
funded. These companies will not wish to take 15-20 year institutional leases but require a nonstandard, flexible and supportive approach to operations.
03.7 Commercial sustainability
Another important element in innovation cluster development is the need to create a value
proposition that is not only suited to its end users and target markets but is also commercially
sustainable over time. Attempts to create innovation clusters fail where projects lack the
understanding and experience to deliver viable facilities that create value both for innovation
companies and property investors. It is not sufficient to generate market demand; if the cost of
12

developing and operating the infrastructure is not sustainable, neither is the cluster.
03.8 Integrity of vision
A key differentiator of science parks compared to generic business parks is the creation of a
like-minded community. To create a high-value experience for its target markets, SSP must
retain the integrity of its vision over time by using a Gateway policy to exclude non-compliant
companies from locating at the park.
03.9 Grow-on facilities and stand-alone facilities for larger occupiers
SSP will accommodate companies from start-up through to independent companies occupying
stand-alone facilities. SSP will therefore provide facilities and accommodation across a
spectrum of sizes to enable companies to start on site and to remain at SSP through the lifetime of their business. This will be achieved through a combination of development of buildings
without identified occupiers, pre-let development for growing companies, and owner –
occupier development opportunities for larger tech enterprises wishing to establish standalone facilities in a conducive commercial environment.
03.10 Co-location, knowledge exchange and business development
SSP will foster co-location of like-minded companies in order to grow a specialist cluster of techled and innovation-led enterprise where knowledge exchange and business development
becomes a key SSP ethos. To achieve this, SSP will use a Restrictive User Clause to ensure that
all prospective SSP companies fulfil the profile that SSP is seeking (expanded in Section 06
below).
03.11 Ethos, place-making and brand
Place-making is an increasingly important element of out-of-town developments for the
innovation sectors. The overall ethos of the SSP value proposition can be summarised as a
‘hospitality culture’ – a sector-focused mindset that informs all aspects of the experience of the
new science park and underpins its brand values.
03.12 Specialist infrastructure provision
Science park companies have specialist operational needs that the conventional commercial
property sector fails to provide. This is especially true in the areas of high-level ICT provision
and resilient power supply upon which most science-based and tech companies rely. Providing
the highest levels of ICT provision and power supply that commercial providers currently offer
will be a key USP and market differentiator for SSP.
03.13 Support services
SSP will work with local and regional providers of specialist support services for the tech-sector
and commercial innovation sector in order to facilitate access by SSP at the point of need. Other
support services offered by SSP to its companies will include a range of networking events,
professional presentations and facilitated introductions. When SSP gains scale, it will be able
to introduce additional services aimed at the community such as school visits, facilitated
graduate enterprise schemes and facilitated apprenticeship schemes.
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03.14 Added value
Providing added value services within the value proposition is important to science park
companies. This means offering a range of opportunities that the standard commercial
property markets do not provide. This includes operations strategies that are sensitive to the
needs of target markets – such as flexible lease and rental strategies and provision of robust
tech infrastructure through to on-site facilitation of business support services and networking
opportunities.
03.15 Local and regional partnerships
The SSP management team will work with regional partners to support and facilitate initiatives
aimed at the entrepreneurship, innovation and tech enterprise. This includes potential
partnering with organisations such as the Swindon and Wiltshire LEP, tasked with supporting
these business sectors.
03.16 Connectivity
Connectivity is important to science park companies. SSP will provide the highest tier of
connectivity to its occupiers. In 2019 the UK Science Park Association reported that of its 134
members 77% believed their provision of connectivity (Broadband/Fibre Networks) was an
important contribution to the success of their location.10
03.17 Housing and Amenities
High quality housing and amenities are important to science park companies. In the 2019 UK
Science Park Association survey, 42% identified the lack of affordable housing as a constraint
on their future success.
03.18 In 2020, Business Network Swindon retained its status as one of the UK’s ‘Fast Growth Cities’
alongside Cambridge, Oxford, Milton Keynes and Norwich, and its residential sector has
experienced rapid development. Analysts identify these key elements of Swindon’s value
proposition as important to attracting people and businesses to Swindon:11
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

House prices circa 30% less expensive than neighbouring Reading
A good place to live, work, and bring up a family
Access to the M4
Improved train service to London
On the doorstep of the Cotswolds

03.19 Design values and design ethos
The site wide design concept for SSP will be underwritten by an over-arching master plan and
design code which will ensure the development of exemplary aesthetic and functional
standards established in a landscaped setting appropriate to its location and values.

10
11

UKSPA Statistics 2018-2019
Centre For Cities Report 2019 https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/cities-outlook-2019/
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03.20 Sustainability
A sustainability brief will be drafted to establish the vision, goals and requirements for SSP. It
will describe sustainability targets, end user requirements and associated technical design
criteria to inform the design process.
03.21 The development and operation of facilities at SSP will adhere to the highest standards of
environmental and energy performance. All new development will comply with appropriate
(Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment (BREEAM) or Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) standards.
03.22 Green travel planning
A green travel plan will be developed to identify and promote ways to encourage a range of
sustainable, less environmentally damaging transport modes. The plan will address all transport
issues to include staff travel to SSP particularly.
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04. CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY and INNOVATION HUB
04.1 Wasdell’s vision for Swindon Science Park is to use its leading position within the global
pharma sector to develop a dynamic cluster of co-locating innovation-led companies in
biopharma, medtech, health tech, informatics and other convergent technologies.12
04.2 Wasdell has developed an innovation and cluster development strategy13 in order to capture
and grow next generation enterprise at SSP. Targeting young companies in medtech,
healthtech and a range of convergent technology sectors relevant to the pharma sector,
Wasdell will develop an Innovation Hub providing specialist services and in-house support,
working with current local and regional initiatives targeting the growth of the innovation-led
sectors.14
04.3 The innovation and tech sectors are dominated by the SME market which represents more than
90% of market demand. SMEs form the largest group of occupiers in most UK science parks and
it is important to capture this market sector both to support innovation activity, and to grow a
dynamic cluster of companies that will attract investment into SSP and create phased growth
opportunities within the park.
04.4 Innovation Hub sectors
Wasdell is a global leader in a range of new technologies underpinning the rapid expansion of
biopharma and the medtech/healthtech sectors. Target markets for the SSP Innovation Hub
includes a range of convergent technologies that comprise this sector, together with other
innovation-led enterprise compliant with SSP Gateway Policy. The range of target sectors for
the SSP Innovation Hub includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

Life sciences
Biotechnology
Bioinformatics
Cheminformatics
Cyber security
Design
Digital
Engineering
Medical devices and medical testing
Med-tech
Nanotechnology
Novel materials
Companies providing complimentary research, support and expertise

12

Convergent technologies describes the increasing overlap of science and tech disciplines to form new sectors within the
life sciences such as informatics, materials, devices, packaging science
13 Creating an Innovation Cluster at SSP: SSP’s Strategy to Capture and Grow a MedTech Cluster, CAM-SCI, February 2021
14

Creating an Innovation Cluster at SSP: SSP’s Strategy to Capture and Grow a MedTech Cluster, CAM-SCI, February 2021
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04.5 Supply-led demand creation
The SME sector is both highly buoyant and under-served by commercial property developers
unwilling to assume the perceived investment risk for companies in emergent technologies with
no trading history. By providing an Innovation Hub at an early stage of its development, SSP is
adopting a supply-led demand creation model which reflects best global practice for the SME
tech sector, where decision time-frames are very short, and where companies are unable to
invest capital in self-development.
04.6 Innovation hub concept
Innovation hubs are highly specialist facilities offering a turn-key value proposition to different
SME end-users with a range of technical and operational needs. The flexible, high-performance
design functionality of these facilities is therefore pivotal to their success. To achieve this, the
design of successful innovation hubs is underwritten by the superior provision of an integrated
infrastructure together with a high level of flexibility within the building specification together
with provision of specialist services.
04.7 The SSP Innovation Hub will generate early demand at SSP by providing ‘plug and play’ labs,
offices, and specialist support services required by SMEs in the innovation sector.
04.8 The SSP Innovation Hub will be a unique market offering in the region; it will create key market
differentiation and a unique selling point for SSP. The Innovation Hub will provide a range of
services and opportunities for companies including the benefits of co-location with Wasdell.
04.9 Innovation Hub market sources
The SSP Innovation Hub will target entrepreneurs, start-ups, SMEs and young growing
companies in the tech and innovation sectors. Market sources will derive from:
a. Demand generated by Wasdell as a host organisation
b. Local demand emerging from lack of dedicated innovation facilities for Swindon-based
SMEs
c. Regional demand emerging from lack of dedicated innovation facilities for regional SMEs
d. Start-ups and SMEs emerging from the region’s Hubs of excellence
e. Start-up activity as a result of Honda leaving the town
f. National start-ups, spin-outs and SMEs requiring specialist facilities and services
g. International SMEs looking to locate to the UK requiring specialist innovation Hub facilities
and services
h. Companies currently approaching agents and inward investment agencies for specialist
accommodation in the region
04.10 Swindon Science Park Innovation Hub market demand
Without the certainty of the Inlands Farm site for its expansion, Wasdell has been able to
undertake only a very limited soft market testing process for SSP with a number of existing
contact companies within the life sciences and physical sciences sectors. However, the early
response to this process has been positive.
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04.11 The table below lists seven science and tech-based companies all expressing an interest to colocate with Wasdell at SSP. 15 These companies all comply with the SSP gateway policy (as
defined at point 6.9 below) and would therefore be strong candidates to occupy the specialist
facilities at the Innovation Hub proposed for SSP. The companies would be inward investors
and their presence would catalyse early and important cluster formation at SSP. It is likely that
take-up from local SMEs would be equally strong.

COMPANY

CURRENT LOCATION

ACTIVITY

Modepharma

Beckenham, Kent

Harwell Dosimeters
SLA Pharma

Didcot, Oxfordshire
Leavesden,
Hertfordshire
Pontefract, Yorkshire
Camberley, Surrey

GCP/GMP/GDP services and processing drugs
and medical supplies and for Clinical Trials
Dosimeters for radiation and associated R&D
Gastrointestinal disease treatment and
associated R&D
Nutritional supplements
Biotechnology group focused on clinical
diagnostics
Vitamins, minerals and supplements
Biotechnology group focused on clinical
diagnostics

Benova Healthcare
Novacyt Group
Bee Health
Draupnir Holdings:
a. Altacor
b. Parapharm
Development
c. Transdermal
King Pharmaceuticals

Bridlington, Yorkshire
Reading, Berkshire

Knebworth,
Hertfordshire

Pharmaceutical company

04.12 Innovation Hub design and specification
The Innovation Hub will be developed in three connected phases to deliver a total of circa
35,000 sq ft. The initial phase of 15,000 sq ft (gross internal area) will provide the core of the
building and initial laboratory, office and communal space including meeting rooms. The facility
will be able to expand in phased modules of 10,000 sq ft. However, should market take-up be
rapid, further phases of development will respond to levels of demand.
04.13 Based on existing levels of interest in the SSP Innovation Hub, and the experience of innovation
hub developments in other UK urban locations, 16 it is likely that take-up of space at the SSP
Innovation Hub will be strong. The SSP management team will monitor and anticipate
acceleration of Innovation Hub phased development.
An Innovation Hub concept design is at Appendix A.

15

Wasdell has received letters of enquiry from these companies expressing interest in co-locating with Wasdell at Swindon
Science Park. These are initial enquiries at this stage but each company has expressed interest in occupancy of a dedicated
innovation hub at SSP.
16 75,000 sq ft speculative new build innovation hub in Newcastle Upon Tyne was full in two years; three speculative
innovation hubs of 42,000 sq ft each at Liverpool Science Park were full in three years; 75,000 sq ft speculative innovation
hub at Thames Valley Science Park was full in one year.
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04.14 Innovation Hub grow-on strategy
Innovation Hubs provide dedicated space and services for companies requiring an intensive
level of service provision. As companies mature and grow, the need for intensive support drops
away. Providing grow-on space for companies graduating from innovation space is a vital part
of the SSP strategy both to support its tenant companies and also to grow the science park.
Providing step-up grow-on space will be a key strategic element of SSP phased growth.
04.15 Safeguarding Innovation Hub commerciality, concept and ethos
To safeguard the commerciality, concept and ethos of the facility over time, the design of the
innovation hub will focus on a high level of specification and flexibility. Specialist project
direction, management and design consultants will be used to ensure optimal functional
performance within a fully commercial operational context.
04.16 The appointment of appropriately qualified and experienced design consultants is essential to
achieve this; a number of innovation hub projects in the UK have failed to deliver their intended
outcomes, or have closed, because the design and operations of facilities were not fit for
purpose.
04.17 Innovation Hub design ethos
The design ethos of the innovation hub is important for expressing the aspiration of SSP and for
setting the tone for subsequent development phases of the park. To attract dynamic SMEs in
the tech sectors, the design ethos will represent an aesthetic that appeals to a younger
employment demographic and will facilitate the range of technical, commercial and social
functions young companies require.
04.18 Innovation Hub design and specification
The design and specification for the innovation hub is key to ensuring both its ability to create
immediate commercial value for SSP and to delivering continued value as markets change and
evolve. This means that the innovation hub design and specification must deliver a highperformance facility that meets all target market requirements whilst also being flexible in
configuration.
04.19 Key performance elements of design and specification for the SSP Innovation Hub include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

Access control
Managed ICT service
Enhanced floor-to-ceiling heights
Provision of risers and air-handling capability
Raised floors for ICT and telephony connectivity
Variable geometry accommodation layout
Staffed reception
Meeting rooms
Goods lift
Goods entrance
Storage areas
Secure communications room
24-hour operating model
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n. Café
o. Car parking
p. Cycle storage
04.20 Innovation Hub space provision
Due to the multi-occupancy nature of the innovation hub, a range of facilities and spaces must
be incorporated in the design and specification to allow for different uses – from co-working
space and office suites to meeting rooms and amenities. Innovation Hub space provision should
include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

A range of office and laboratory suite sizes and options
Access to co-working spaces at start-up stage
Access to specialist offices at grow-on stages
Ability for companies to grow on site
Category B fit-out rather than Category A or Shell and Core
Meeting rooms
Serviced reception area
Coffee points
Third spaces and shared facilities
Comms room
Storage areas

04.21 Innovation Hub infrastructure
Creating a viable Innovation Hub able to generate substantial commercial markets will rely on
the provision of a number of key technical specifications that include both the ICT infrastructure
and standby electrical power provision. Research shows that many companies struggle to find
facilities that combine appropriate accommodation and operations with the high level of digital
service provision and the guaranteed continuity of service delivery they require.
04.22 The supply of modern ICT and standby power generation will comprise a key market
differentiator for the SSP innovation Hub. Delivered optimally, these elements of the Innovation
Hub value proposition and offer will be important to in attracting companies to the Innovation
Hub and facilitating their growth in-situ.
04.23 Innovation Hub rental strategy
The SSP Innovation Hub will create rental value by providing significant added value to
companies, including purpose-designed laboratories, ICT infrastructure, and a range of
additional services including:
a. A range of front of in-house services (eg 24-hour access, reception, security, meeting
rooms, events etc)
b. Meeting rooms and break out spaces
c. Communal areas and coffee points
d. Plug and play facilities
e. Availability of small suites
f. Grow-on space
g. Leases on flexible terms
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h. Absence of rent deposits or parent company guarantees
i. Availability of shorter leases
j. Easy-in-easy-out terms
04.24 Inclusive rents at the Innovation Hub will cover the following in-house service provision:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Staffed reception
Added value services and events provided by management team
On site property management
Facilities management support
Buildings Insurance – structure – not tenant assets
Security
Cleaning of all common areas (reception, corridors WCs, meeting rooms)
All common area utility charges
General refuse disposal (excluding lab waste disposal)

04.25 Innovation Hub rental strategy
The leasing strategy of the Hub will be a key element of its operational success. It is important
that the Hub safeguards its commercial position though a systemised leasing structure.
However, it is equally important that the Hub’s leasing strategy reflects the needs of its target
markets. For this reason, the Hub will offer a range of leasing approaches designed to flex to
the needs of SMEs in the tech sectors including:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Short-term leases with immediate occupation
Easy-in-easy-out terms
Leases with breaks
Leases that allow growth in-house
Leases that allow graduation to next-level accommodation on site
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05. SWINDON SCIENCE PARK OWNERSHIP, LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT
MODEL
05.1 The ownership, leadership and development model for science parks is crucial to their
operational success over time. Best practice in these areas has been drawn from leading science
parks globally.
05.2 Ownership
SSP will be developed as a single estate under the ownership of the Wasdell Group. This will
ensure that SSP retains control over the park and is able to both deliver its strategy and protect
the integrity of the vision over time.
05.3 Leadership and management
Science park delivery is a specialist area. Wasdell will appoint specialist science park leadership
and management to lead, operate and oversee all aspects of SSP within the context of global
best practice for science park development and operations.
05.4 An outline specification for specialist science park leadership and management expertise is at
Appendix B and Appendix C.
05.5 Governance
The SSP will appoint a Chair and Board to provide commercial and strategic leadership, direction
and oversight. The CEO reporting to the Board will provide day-to-day oversight and direction
in consultation with the management team.
05.6 Development Model
SSP development model will combine the UK’s two leading science park development models
to target both the SME market and larger occupiers in the tech and innovation sectors.
05.7 Anchor occupier development model
Having a large anchor occupier strongly influences the development profile of a science park,
enabling new parks to catalyse the clustering effect of like-minded companies and to attract
new occupiers more quickly to the development. This is especially true where host/anchor
companies are of international influence and renown in their field.17
05.8 SSP is in the fortunate position of having Wasdell as a large anchor host. Wasdell’s global
reputation and an international market presence will act to attract additional companies to
locate to SSP.

17

The site of the Cambridge Biomedical Campus stood empty for 11 years prior to any development. After Astra Zeneca
acquired a ground lease, the Biomedical Campus quickly attracted a significant number of new companies, including
Abcam plc.
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05.9 Providing for Larger Occupiers
The requirements of corporate entities are different to the SME sector in a number of important
ways. The location decision horizon for corporate entities is likely to reflect the more traditional
commercial property trends, with lease events often driving this process. This means that larger
corporates may start a search for new premises a number of years in advance of a required
relocation. Larger corporates may be willing to take a shell-and-core facility or commit to a new
facility on a pre-let basis.
05.10 Larger corporates may sometimes act like SMEs by wishing to locate smaller research divisions
at SSP to co-locate with Wasdell or other occupying companies. In these instances, the decisionhorizon and requirement may be similar to the SME sector.
05.11 The offer at SSP should therefore be able to accommodate the different permutations of larger
corporate requirements. Provision for larger corporate occupiers will include:
a. Occupancy of premises in the SSP Innovation Hub on either a short- or long-term basis
b. Occupancy of part of a larger un-serviced, shared-occupancy building which could provide
units of between 464 sq m (5,000 sq ft) and 1,393 sq m (15,000 sq ft)
c. Occupancy of a single building to meet their bespoke requirement
d. Combinations of the above options
05.12 Providing for SMEs
Provision for SMEs will be made through development of specialist facilities and services at the
SSP Innovation Hub.
05.13 Phased Provision of grow-on accommodation
Phased development at SSP will provide accommodation for growing companies graduating
from the Innovation Hub and other inward investors that require larger spaces within a multioccupied, serviced environment.
05.14 Phased Provision of amenities and support facilities
As SSP matures, it will be important to develop appropriate on-site amenities and support
facilities for employees of tenant companies. Potentially these include conferencing, fitness,
childcare, coffee shop and other provision.
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06. SWINDON SCIENCE PARK OPERATIONS MODEL
06.1 The operations strategy for science park operations is a critical component of creating a
specialist development that retains the integrity of its vision over time, fosters and grows a
vibrant innovation community, whilst also generating commercial returns on investment. To
deliver these critical features of a successful science park, the operations strategy must be
sensitive to its specialist markets and adopt an informed, non-standard property approach.
06.2 The SSP operations strategy will comprise critical elements of success factors for science parks
operations as outlined below.
06.3 Local and regional partnerships
Integral to its operations strategy, SSP will form partnerships with local and regional providers
of dedicated services and expertise targeting the innovation sector. In this way, SSP will support
and coordinate with important regional initiatives such as the Swindon and Wiltshire Growth
Hub.18
06.4 Governance
An effective, streamlined governance structure is crucial to ensure decision-making is rapid and
market-responsive. The SSP governance structure will comprise a Chair and a Board to oversee
the commercial and strategic elements of SSP. A CEO with a track record of commercial science
park delivery will oversee day-to-day operations and will report to the Board. See Appendix C.
06.5 Visible leadership and expert management
All new commercial enterprises benefit from visible leadership with the energy and
commitment to drive the enterprise forward. As a start-up business in its own right, SSP will
appoint specialist science park practitioners to provide requisite executive and management
expertise to lead and oversee strategy development and operations for SSP. See Appendices B
and C.
06.6 Single Site Operations Model
The most successful science parks in the UK are those in single ownership with an estate-wide
operations strategy that integrates development and facilitates delivery of a single vision. The
key advantage of this site-wide operations model is its ability to sustain a single focus which can
also flex to the changing needs both of companies on site and of new companies entering the
park.
06.7 A second advantage of this approach is that it is most closely aligned with the operating model
of the target innovation market that largely seeks rentalised solutions to accommodation needs
and where there is little or no available capital to invest in premises.
06.8 SSP will have a single-site operations model where the tenant entity will lease premises from
the landlord. Ground leases will be granted in appropriate circumstances. This will enable the
landlord to retain control and maintain the enduring vision of the SSP project, as well as to
maximise capital values.
18

https://growthhub.swlep.co.uk/
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06.9 User restriction/gateway policy
In order to retain the integrity of the SSP vision, and to build a unique cluster of like-minded
companies over time, a user restriction clause will be in place that reflects the vision and aims
of the SSP. SSP companies will need to comply with one or more of the following user restriction
clauses:
a. Technology and knowledge-based companies
b. Companies requiring innovation space and innovation support
c. Technology and knowledge-based companies wishing to co-locate with Wasdell or other
SSP company
d. Companies undertaking R&D
e. Ancillary activities that are appropriate to support the operation of a leading Science Park
06.10 Admission process
The SSP management team will put in place a streamlined process to manage engagement with
potential occupiers to ensure the transition from enquirer to tenant is systematised and
expedited.
06.11 Innovation Hub operations model
The Innovation Hub will have its own operations strategy that dovetails with wider SSP
operations. The SSP management team will be responsible for developing a commercial
operations strategy for the SSP Innovation Hub based on best practice principles.
06.12 Investment model
As part of its SSP development strategy, Wasdell will enable the funding of the development of
its new facility to provide a range of laboratories and clean rooms, high-value manufacturing
space, specialist pharmaceutical storage facilities, administration and other support space.
06.13 In addition, Wasdell will enable the funding of site infrastructure and first phase development
of the SSP Innovation Hub.
06.14 It is likely that commercial funding and/or investment partners will be sought when planning
for the development of the park is at a more advanced stage.
06.15 Leasing strategy
SSP will adopt a leasing strategy that is focused on enabling tenant companies to deliver their
respective business plans. This will mean that there will be no single approach to lease term and
other factors which will be drafted to meet individual company needs. This approach has
resulted in accelerated success for a number of new science parks in the UK including those in
Liverpool and Newcastle Upon Tyne.
06.16 Rental strategy
The rental strategy for the Innovation Hub is described in Section 04 above. The rental strategy
for other phases of SSP development will be an outcome of the funding/development strategy
for each development phase.
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07. WASDELL AND SWINDON SCIENCE PARK ECONOMIC IMPACTS
07.1 The global pharma market is projected to grow to a value of $1.57 trillion by 202319 and the
specialist pharma packaging market is projected to grow to a value of $188.79 billion by 2027.20
07.2 As part of this rapid growth of pharma in the global economy, Wasdell has experienced a rapid
rise in the company’s own turnover from £2million in 2010 to £42.7 million in 2019. Wasdell’s
continued expansion enabled by SSP, is projected at 10% year-on-year, offering significant
measurable economic benefits to Swindon’s economy.
07.3 Wasdell innovation ecosystem
Intrinsic to Wasdell’s business is the complex and extensive innovation ecosystem Wasdell has
developed that is also pivotal to Swindon’s economy and which will expand alongside Wasdell’s
own growth:
a. Wasdell has more than 280 partner-businesses and customers across 47 countries and
more than 230 of its suppliers are based within a 10-mile radius of the town.
b. Wasdell has won national and international accolades for its growth and its contribution
to UK exports.
c. Pharma Times, the UK’s leading pharmaceutical magazine, cites Wasdell as one of the 50
fastest growing privately owned pharmaceutical companies in its Alantra Pharma Fast 50
list.
d. Wasdell Group is the only Swindon based company in the Top 100 Exporters List across
Oxfordshire and the Thames Valley by Business and Innovation magazine.21
07.4 Wasdell as commercial host at Swindon Science Park
As a significant anchor host at SSP, Wasdell will enable the development of a dynamic
innovation cluster of a range of company sizes within the tech sectors to develop Swindon’s
own innovation ecosystem and to attract inward investors to Swindon at SSP.
07.5 Wasdell Training Academy
Additional economic benefits will derive from Wasdell’s Training Academy, created to offer
apprenticeships and to grow local talent from sixth form and undergraduate level, developing
a wide range of skills from engineering and design for the pharma sector. Most of the young
people who go through the programme are employed by Wasdell after they complete their
education. SSP will provide Wasdell with the opportunity to expand its Academy to allow more
young people to experience training across a wider range of skills required to support and grow
the pharma sector.
07.6 Sources of economic impacts generated by Wasdell’s expansion at Swindon Science Park
In summary, economic impacts created by Wasdell’s expansion at SSP will derive from a number
of sources:
19

Global Pharmaceuticals Industry Analysis and Trends https://www.globenewswire.com/newsrelease/2020/01/17/1972092/0/en/Global-Pharmaceuticals-Industry-Analysis-and-Trends-2023.html
20 https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/pharmaceutical-packaging-market
21 Wasdell Wins Praise for Export and Company Growth, March 2020
https://www.businessinnovationmag.co.uk/wasdell-wins-praise-for-export-and-company-growth/
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Significant increased GVA year on year
Safeguarding current jobs by capturing Wasdell in Swindon
Creation of new jobs by enabling Wasdell’s expansion at SSP
Creation of new jobs through the development of the SSP Innovation Hub
Creation of new jobs through future inward investment of companies to SSP
Creation of GVA through future inward investment of companies to SSP
Expansion of Wasdell’s Training Academy and apprenticeships

07.7 Time frames for economic impacts
Most new science park development in the UK is small-scale speculative development.
Economic impacts using this model are initially very modest, take time to develop, and there is
no guarantee of outcomes.
07.8 By contrast, SSP is in the rare and fortunate position of generating immediate substantial
economic impacts for the Swindon region by:
a. Providing expansion capacity for a growing international company
b. Catalysing new market demand from like-minded commercial entities with Wasdell acting
as host and anchor to SSP
c. Development of an Innovation Hub for the buoyant SME market
07.9 Summary of economic impacts: The figures provided by Turley Economics below do not include
the analysis of additional impacts created by specialist B1(b) development and associated highvalue job creation which is provided at points 07.11 and 07.12 below:
Indicator

Impact (wider impact area)

A. Current GVA Impact created by Wasdell

£44.6 million

B. Net additional GVA impact created by Wasdell £115.4 million
expansion at SSP
Total GVA impact (A+B)

£160 million

C. On-site Jobs retained by capturing Wasdell at 600
Swindon Science Park
D. New on-site jobs created by Wasdell’s expansion at 1,550
Swindon Science Park
Gross Onsite Employment (C+D)

2,150

E. Total number of jobs currently supported in the wider 735
economy including jobs in the supply chain and via other
induced effects
F. Additional jobs created/supported in the wider 1,890
economy by expansion of Wasdell’s including jobs in the
supply chain and other induced effects
Total jobs (safeguarded jobs + new jobs) across the 2,625
wider economy (E+F)
Source: Turley Economics, 2021
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07.10 Swindon Science Park Innovation Hub
With help and investment from Wasdell, SSP intends to grow an innovation cluster of SMEs to
diversify the regional economy and to provide a mechanism for innovation support and
development in the region. By providing a range of specialist facilities and services for
innovation-led SMEs, SSP will commence the process of SME and start-up innovation support
at an early stage in its development.
07.11 The projected take up for the SSP Innovation Hub, based on recent and current experience of
innovation hub development in regional UK cities,22 is full occupancy within a period of three
years following practical completion.
07.12 Total jobs created at SSP Innovation Hub will be 280 tech and high value jobs with a further 669
specialist supply chain jobs, totalling 949 B1(b)-related jobs:23
07.13 In addition to the Innovation Hub, SSP will develop specialist B1(b) facilities for the tech sector
providing laboratories and offices for companies complying with the park’s Gateway Policy. This
will create additional high value jobs at SSP with a concomitant increase in the specialist supply
chain employment for B1(b) activity.

INNOVATION HUB JOBS CREATED AT SWINDON SCIENCE PARK
INNOVATION HUB

SQ FT
(NIA)

HIGH VALUE
JOBS ON SITE

ADDITIONAL B1(b)
SUPPLY JOBS

TOTAL JOBS

28,000

280

669

949

22

Recent and current speculative development of five innovation hub developments in Liverpool, Newcastle, and
Stevenage
23 Using employment multiplier of 3.39 derived from case study economic impact analysis, Science Center, Philadelphia,
USA June 2016
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08. SWINDON SCIENCE PARK MARKETING and COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
08.1 The SSP marketing and communications strategy will promote its specialist value proposition
and unique market offering for the niche tech-based market. As already noted, their nonstandard property needs, target markets for SSP seldom use property agents and instead,
employ a range methods to identify potential facilities and developments as identified below.
08.2 Internet search
The first port of call for almost all companies searching for the specialist space provided by SSP
is the internet. It is important therefore that the SSP’s website is fit for purpose in terms of
generating new leads including search engine optimisation.
08.3 The SSP website should include a page permitting tenant companies to promote employment
opportunities. This service will form part of the SSP’s ‘soft infrastructure’ provision adding
significant value to tenant companies and also drawing traffic to SSP’s site.
08.4 Additionally, with web searches being the most effective access to SSP for a potentially global
market, it is important that the website keeps a clear focus on its specialism and value
proposition to avoid dilution of SSPs brand and core values.
08.5 Word of Mouth
The innovation and tech sectors are highly networked and connected. Word of mouth is often
the most powerful means of gaining traction within the sector. Therefore, it is important for
SSP to create communications strategies that maximise the value of its tenant companies, its
partners and stakeholders.
08.6 Conferences and networks
Raising the profile SSP at relevant conferences and networks is important to communicate
directly with target markets.
08.7 Generating footfall
Creating opportunities to broaden users of SSP also serves to establish profile. Hosting regional
and national events showcases SSP with the possibility of generating new leads and new
connections.
08.8 Commercial property agents
Most SMEs do not work with commercial property agents. However, this situation changes
when growing companies have the requirement for larger space. Where there is a requirement
in excess of 3,000 sq ft, companies are more likely to consider being represented by a
commercial agent. Therefore, although it is unlikely that regional and national property agents
will generate significant business for SSP, key messages regarding SSP will be conveyed to local
and regional property agents.
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08.9 Local and regional serviced office providers
Due to lack of supply, many companies that would prefer to locate to innovation hubs are forced
to lease space in serviced offices. The opportunity to target SSP compliant occupiers in serviced
offices is a marketing option for SSP.
08.10 Communications strategy
Raising the profile of SSP through communications is a key part of SSP’s marketing strategy and
business development process. As well as target markets, SSP has a number of potential
partners and stakeholders. The management team will develop a communications strategy that
identifies priorities for SSP to build relationships with potential partners and stakeholders and
to build reputational traction in the Swindon region and the UK more widely.
08.11 Direct communications
Direct communications such as newsletters and advertising can assist to raise the profile of the
SSP. However, direct marketing can often take time to create a measurable impact in terms of
demand generation and is unlikely to be an early priority for SSP budget allocations.
08.12 Digital marketing/social media
LinkedIn and Twitter are active market places for the life sciences community and innovation
sectors, particularly for events and networking meetings. Over time, SSP will develop a
sustained presence on these platforms.
08.13 Membership organisations
SSP will have the opportunity to join a number of sector specific membership organisations.
These include:
a. UK Science Park Association
b. OBN – previously the Oxfordshire Biotechnology Network
c. One Nucleus – a Cambridge based life science membership organisation with a national
remit
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APPENDIX A

Innovation Hub Concept Design

APPENDIX B

Swindon Science Park Management: required expertise and experience
SSP will require specialist expertise to provide leadership, management and strategy development for the
new business and to achieve the project’s vision and to ensure on-going commercial sustainability.
The role has two key priorities: to ensure operational delivery at SSP is commercially driven and to provide
the high degree of operational specialism science park sector requires.
Specifically, appointment must be able to fulfil the following functions:
a. Act as the primary commercial and operational point of contact for the day to day activities of the
Innovation Hub.
b. Be the single reporting conduit from SSP in reporting to the SSP operating board.
c. Be responsible for implementation of the SSP Operational Business Plan
d. Maximise revenue generation within the SSP target market.
e. Oversee the cost-effective delivery of all services at SSP to ensure optimised expenditure.
f. Coordinate management and operational activities to ensure there is no duplication of effort or
omission of any necessary services.
g. Chair operational board meetings.
h. Provide the primary coordinating point of contact between the SSP client and contracted specialist
suppliers.
i. Oversee the launch of the SSP Innovation Hub as a commercial venture.
j. Report to the SSP Board in respect of all commercial and operational elements of the Innovation
Hub.
k. Oversee management of the Innovation Hub operations.
l. Ensure compliance of the SSP and Innovation Hub Policy.
m. Undertake commercial lease negotiations including heads of terms, leases, licences.
n. Oversee management of commercial contracts and warrantees relating to SSP and the Innovation
Hub.
o. Oversee and monitor performance of any appointed management staff.
p. Oversee and monitor the performance of the SSP ICT contract.
q. Oversee and monitor the performance of the SSP marketing, communications and PR strategy.

APPENDIX C

Swindon Science Park Chief Executive: required areas of expertise and
experience
It is likely that SSP will require an experience science park CEO able to lead and drive the commercial
development of SSP. Reporting to the SSP Chair and Board, the CEO takes overall responsibility for the
strategic planning, management, operation and development of SSP. Particular areas of expertise and
experience required include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

Strategic direction and planning
Project partner liaison and engagement
Financial oversight
Staff training and development
Best practice research, analysis and application
Project briefing
PR & Marketing policy and direction
Negotiations
Business planning
Risk Management
Statutory compliance
HR and staff oversight
Project representation
Regulatory control
Board reporting
Project lobbying
Acquisition of development funding
Operational oversight
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